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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For decades, natural gas has been touted as clean, safe, and reliable. The September 13, 2018 catastrophic failure in the gas distribution system that caused explosions and fires in the Merrimack Valley focused attention on the risks inherent in piping explosive gas through communities and into homes.

What happened in the Merrimack Valley is the result of rolling the dice with public safety. Massachusetts residents, homes, businesses, and communities remain vulnerable as long as the state continues to rely on gas. Yet despite the magnitude of the problem, both immediate and longer-term improvements can provide the state with safer energy.

In response to the Merrimack Valley disaster, Governor Baker ordered “an independent statewide examination of the safety of the gas distribution system and the operational and maintenance functions of gas companies in the Commonwealth.” This report is the response of citizens and scientists motivated by a desire for a safe, healthy, and just energy system.

Rolling the Dice: Assessment of Gas Safety in Massachusetts analyzes documented incidents and publicly available data about the gas distribution system that add up to an urgent message to legislators, the executive branch, municipalities, and gas companies to take action now. It details ways that each of these decision-making entities can implement changes that will greatly enhance public safety in the near term and in the future.

In examining the gas distribution system, this report identifies three assumptions central to the engineering of the gas distribution system:

- Single-point failures can be prevented despite centralized distribution
- Cost-effective gas pipe materials exist that can contain a gas underground for decades
- Gas will only combust where it’s needed

The analysis of leak and incident data in this report seriously undermines each of these assumptions:

- **Centralized Distribution** Three transmission lines enter the state and feed 21,700 miles of gas mains, then 1.3 million gas service lines. A breakdown anywhere on the line causes an outage to all downstream customers.
• **Pipe Materials**  The materials used in the system—cast iron and wrought iron, bare steel, and plastic—are all subject to leaking. Iron leaks at joints, bare steel corrodes, and plastic melts when exposed to heat or electric arc.

• **Combustion Likelihood**  Gas is much harder to contain than liquid. Leaked gas travels and accumulates in both building spaces and underground, where it leads to combustion incidents, worsens public health, damages trees, and has a significant impact on the climate.

Inadequate utility management compounds these safety issues. Chronic problems with an understaffed workforce, safety processes, and lack of equipment required for the job can be corrected. Data collection and reporting on both infrastructure conditions and incidents should be improved and shared with municipalities and citizens.

Insufficient government oversight of gas utilities also erodes public safety. Department of Public Utilities (DPU) oversight of gas companies should be strengthened by:

• Ensuring independence of regulators
• Standardizing data definitions and measurements across utilities
• Controlling for errors in utility data collection and releasing fact-checked data to the public
• Coordinating communication between utilities and municipalities
• Enforcing emergency preparedness protocols, such as ensuring accessibility of emergency shutoff valves, sharing data with electric utilities, and providing for expert review of emergency preparedness plans

Given the multiple problems and hazards inherent in continuing to rely on an explosive gas as an energy source as well as the Commonwealth’s commitment to reduce greenhouse gas emissions dramatically over the coming decades, this report makes over 50 recommendations toward a strategy of triage and transition.

• **Triage**  Reduce short-term risks to safety, health, and property by enhancing statewide gas leak classification standards and prioritizing the largest and most hazardous leaks for repair, not pipe replacement.

• **Transition**  Eliminate long-term risks intrinsic to reliance on a combustible gas by deploying a managed, just transition to cleaner, safer, and more cost-effective heating and cooking solutions.

This overarching recommendation is supported by an economic analysis showing that large investment in the current system will result in stranded assets and the near-certain demise of the current gas distribution companies.

Instead of rolling the dice by continuing to rely on gas, Massachusetts can strengthen public safety now while developing smart policies and implementing safer, innovative technologies to power homes, businesses, communities, and the Commonwealth into the future.
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ROLLING THE DICE
ASSESSMENT OF GAS SYSTEM SAFETY IN MASSACHUSETTS
On September 13, 2018 shortly after 4 P.M., an alarm sounded at a NiSource Company control center in Ohio indicating a pressure malfunction in the Columbia Gas distribution system in Lawrence, Massachusetts. Within minutes, three towns in that area went from a calm 70° day to a massive conflagration. A series of explosions erupted in eighty fires. Electricity and street lighting went down, communications infrastructure failed, and visibility was cut by billowing smoke.

According to the preliminary November 15, 2018 report of the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), a control system meant to repressurize the system had failed. The incident began with errors made during a nearby gas pipe replacement that quickly collapsed the gas system. Pilot lights in homes became blow torches and basements became combustion chambers.

One young man died, 25 people were injured, and 30,000 residents were evacuated. Five homes were destroyed, 131 structures were damaged, and the heat for 8,517 homes and buildings across three towns was cut off. Nine hundred businesses were affected; thirty percent are still struggling to recover a year later. To date, $1.01 billion has been spent refurbishing the homes, compensating the three towns, and replacing 44 miles of gas distribution pipelines and over 5,000 service lines. As part of the response to the disaster, Governor Charlie Baker ordered the Department of Public Utilities (DPU) to commission a comprehensive, independent assessment of the gas distribution system.

Rolling the Dice: Assessment of Gas Safety in Massachusetts is designed to complement the state’s assessment and to offer the perspective of concerned citizens informed by the work of the Gas Leaks Allies. The Gas Leaks Allies formed in response to a 2013 study that exposed thousands of gas leaks in Boston and indicated that the problem was widespread across cities with aging infrastructure in Massachusetts. After a 2014 law required gas companies to report the location of leaks across the Commonwealth, the nonprofit HEET created gas leak maps for over 200 municipalities, stimulating public awareness

---

leading to the first gatherings of concerned organizations who became Gas Leaks Allies. Since then, its participants have collaborated to pursue legislation, shape regulations, analyze data, publish white papers, and educate the public about gas leaks.

While the Merrimack Valley gas disaster was an order of magnitude larger than other gas incidents in Massachusetts, 24 incidents in the state in the past 18 years have merited an investigation and report by the Pipeline Engineering and Safety Division of the DPU. Hundreds of other incidents have no public record other than what appears in media stories. An analysis of the 24 reported incidents reveals multiple safety issues related to the explosive nature of gas, the vulnerable state of the infrastructure, gas company practices, and lack of government oversight. The point is not that too many people have died, but that it’s a roll of the dice as to who suffers mortality, injury, or property loss.

Identifying the causes of gas incidents is the first step. The next step is to decide how to address problems so that ratepayer funds are used responsibly and energy is provided reliably, safely, and equitably across the state. This report analyzes the current system and makes recommendations for immediate or near-term implementation. It also considers the gas system holistically as a connected physical and operational system and suggests a longer-term strategy.

This report is organized in five sections.

• “Massachusetts Gas System Safety” on page 13 describes the system and its vulnerabilities.
• “Longer-Term Safety Concerns” on page 39 considers the system and use of gas as a whole.
• “Beyond State Boundaries” on page 47 looks at the implications for bringing gas into and out of the state.
• “Recommendations: Triage and Transition” on page 51 lists the short-term and long-term actions the legislature, state agencies, and utilities can take to resolve the issues identified in this report.
• “Conclusions” on page 57 looks back at the thesis of this report and proposes a vision of the future.

For the convenience of the reader, recommendations are placed adjacent to issues they are meant to resolve as well as summarized in Recommendations: Triage and Transition.

Working together, the legislature, executive branch, cities and towns, utilities, unions, and citizens can address the causes of gas safety issues systematically to move Massachusetts toward a safe, healthy, and just energy future.
The Massachusetts gas distribution system delivers an essential service to 1.6 million customers. Gas heats homes and businesses, supplies hot water, and provides fuel for cooking.

From three large high-pressure transmission lines that run through the state, local gas distribution lines owned and managed by local distribution companies branch off to deliver methane under pressure to urban and suburban areas. The first gas lines were installed over 150 years ago, and the system has continued to expand.

Delivering gas safely to customers through this system rests on these implicit assumptions:

- Gas system design can be centralized, with pipes radiating out from single sources to many local areas.
- Affordable pipe materials are available that can contain a gas and withstand underground conditions over long periods of time.
- Despite its flammable and combustible properties, gas can be distributed safely to its designated use.

This report demonstrates the flaws of each assumption.

Multiple years of data\(^{11}\) from tracking gas leaks and an analysis of 24 gas incident reports\(^{12}\) demonstrate persistent, embedded safety risks throughout the Massachusetts gas distribution system. The report asserts that the system will never be able to achieve its goal of safe, affordable energy delivery. The report also recognizes that while overnight change is not possible for such a large system, creative, responsible solutions must be pursued expeditiously—starting now.

---

11 See gasleaksallies.org for gas leak summary data.
12 See “Analysis of Gas Incidents in Massachusetts” on page 21 of this document.
Condition of the Gas Distribution System

PIPE MATERIALS AND AGE

The gas distribution infrastructure in Massachusetts, an asset owned by local distribution companies and part of the rate base for customers, is one of the oldest in the country. Fifteen percent of the system predates 1940, with some pipes installed as early as the start of the Civil War in 1860.

![Figure 1. Examples of pipe materials recovered from underground. From left: cast iron, bare steel, and plastic.](image)

Gas distribution pipes are made of cast iron or wrought iron, bare steel, coated steel, or plastic. Some gas lines are made of copper or ductile iron. Cast iron and wrought iron pipes are the oldest and are prone to leak at pipe joints, which occur approximately every 12 feet.

Some cast iron pipes were originally joined with jute, a plant material that decomposes over time. Bare steel corrodes all along the pipe, resulting in pock-marked pipes that can leak gas. Corrosion rates of pipe vary depending on composition, soil and moisture conditions, and length of time underground.

Service lines connect gas distribution mains to buildings. According to Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration data, Massachusetts lists 212,523 service lines that were installed prior to 1940 or are of unknown age, presumably prior to 1940. The majority of leak-prone service lines are bare steel, servicing 147,064 addresses. In 2018 alone, 1,809 hazardous corrosion leaks were repaired on service lines. A 1984 explosion in Southborough exemplifies the type of incident that a corrosion leak can cause. A service line in Southborough exploded, destroying the home and causing $70,000 in damages.

Plastic pipes are expected to last 50 to 70 years, but they can leak if improperly installed or inspected, and plastic is vulnerable to heat. Two incident reports, detailed below, show that electrical failures can cause fires and indoor pipes near heaters can cause gas leaks and incidents.

MAINTENANCE OF AGING INFRASTRUCTURE

With a distribution system that dates back to the 1800s, Massachusetts gas utilities must maintain over 21,000 miles of pipes and 1.3 million service lines of varying lengths. Because gas companies have never been required or incentivized to find and fix all leaks, decades of neglect compound the problems inherent in old pipes.

Maintaining the gas distribution system is hazardous work, and utility company repairs can cause incidents. For example, an attempt to fix a gas leak in Roslindale on December 31, 2018 triggered a fire that lasted for two days.18 Through the Gas System Enhancement Program (GSEP), utilities are paid to replace pipes rather than to repair them. While pipe replacement could seem like the safer course, incidents can also occur during replacement, particularly due to human error and lack of redundant protocols or inspections, as happened in the Merrimack Valley gas disaster.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Utilities, from information they have on locations of leak-prone gas infrastructure, should inform:

- Property owners about their local service line data, including date of installation, material, and whether it is considered leak-prone.
- Public officials about the age and condition of local gas distribution pipes in their cities and towns. With this information, municipalities can work with the gas utilities to replace infrastructure when other infrastructure is under construction, cutting costs through synergistic scheduling.

GAS ACCUMULATION UNDER STREETS

Gas from leaks can accumulate within a space rather than disperse into the atmosphere. Underground space for electric, telephone, cable, communications, and sewer structures can become containers for gas to accumulate or pathways for gas to migrate into basements or other confined spaces.

PHMSA REPORTED DATA ANALYSIS

MASSACHUSETTS VERSUS NATIONAL

At the end of 2017, Massachusetts operators had:
- 21,669 miles of natural gas mains or 1.6 percent of national gas main inventory
- 1,336,690 natural gas service lines, 1.95 percent of national gas service lines
- Bare steel, cast iron, and wrought iron are considered leak-prone due to their susceptibility to corrosion over time.

BARE STEEL INVENTORY

- 1,206 miles of unprotected bare steel pipe. Six percent of Massachusetts gas main miles compared with three percent nationally.

CAST OR WROUGHT IRON INVENTORY

- 3,049 miles cast or wrought iron gas mains. 14 percent in Massachusetts compared with two percent nationally.

SYSTEM AGE

3,269 miles or 15 percent of the Massachusetts system was installed prior to 1940, compared with four percent nationally.

Figure 2. Summary of the materials and age of pipes in Massachusetts according to Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA). Sources for this information and additional data are offered on gasleaksallies.org.
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MAINTENANCE OF AGING INFRASTRUCTURE

With a distribution system that dates back to the 1800s, Massachusetts gas utilities must maintain over 21,000 miles of pipes and 1.3 million service lines of varying lengths. Because gas companies have never been required or incentivized to find and fix all leaks, decades of neglect compound the problems inherent in old pipes.

Maintaining the gas distribution system is hazardous work, and utility company repairs can cause incidents. For example, an attempt to fix a gas leak in Roslindale on December 31, 2018 triggered a fire that lasted for two days.18 Through the Gas System Enhancement Program (GSEP), utilities are paid to replace pipes rather than to repair them. While pipe replacement could seem like the safer course, incidents can also occur during replacement, particularly due to human error and lack of redundant protocols or inspections, as happened in the Merrimack Valley gas disaster.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Utilities, from information they have on locations of leak-prone gas infrastructure, should inform:

- Property owners about their local service line data, including date of installation, material, and whether it is considered leak-prone.
- Public officials about the age and condition of local gas distribution pipes in their cities and towns. With this information, municipalities can work with the gas utilities to replace infrastructure when other infrastructure is under construction, cutting costs through synergistic scheduling.

GAS ACCUMULATION UNDER STREETS

Gas from leaks can accumulate within a space rather than disperse into the atmosphere. Underground space for electric, telephone, cable, communications, and sewer structures can become containers for gas to accumulate or pathways for gas to migrate into basements or other confined spaces.

While this analysis of gas incidents in Massachusetts provides details on gas accumulation in homes and buildings, gas leaking from aging infrastructure can also build up under streets and sidewalks with the potential to transform protective maintenance or manhole covers into dangerous projectiles.

Underground Utility Spaces Underground areas used by utilities for pipes or other structures accumulate leaking gas that can reach concentrations approaching and at times exceeding explosive levels. From direct observations by authors of this report, concentrations of gas in underground utility structures were observed to vary with weather conditions. During high atmospheric pressure or fair-weather systems, gas dissipates quickly, while in low atmospheric pressure, gas concentrations increase. As gas fluctuates with weather conditions, a leak can oscillate in and out of explosive range.

Current leak classifications at many gas companies use four percent gas concentration in a maintenance hole—right at the explosive range—as a threshold for repair. Because weather conditions can increase or decrease readings in manholes, experts in the Gas Leaks Allies community strongly recommend a buffer of plus or minus three percent, meaning that any reading of one percent should be immediately repaired.

Maintenance Covers Gas concentrated in manholes can cause explosions and fires, often throwing the maintenance or manhole cover up to two stories high. From the public perspective, maintenance cover explosions seem to occur randomly—a roll of the dice.19

• In Natick in 2004, a teenager was struck by a flying maintenance cover. No explanation was reported publicly.20
• In Dorchester in 2008, a utility worker was hit and injured by a flying maintenance cover.21
• In Roslindale in 2013, a man and his dog narrowly missed being injured when the maintenance cover they had just walked over exploded.22

The safety of maintenance holes and covers currently receives little to no government oversight. One common utility practice is to drill out or replace manhole covers with slotted covers, venting the gas to lower the concentration of gas to below explosive thresholds, but adversely promoting a greater leak rate and impact on air and climate pollution.

---

RECOMMENDATIONS

Legislature should clarify and standardize gas leak classification, specifically:

- Lower the threshold to one percent gas in a confined space, and categorize any detectable gas within 15 feet of a building foundation as a Grade 1 hazardous leak.
- Categorize any detectable gas less than one percent in a confined space as a Grade 2 leak.
- Specify that ongoing, intentional release of methane gas into the atmosphere is no longer an acceptable leak solution.

SYSTEM DESIGN

The Merrimack Valley disaster exposed the weakness in the hierarchical system design of the gas distribution system. Gas is transmitted from one of three high pressure trunk lines to intermediate pressure branch lines, then typically to lower pressure distribution pipes running under streets and sidewalks. Gas company distribution or main lines of varying lengths connect to the service lines that enter homes and businesses. Failure at one point in the network impacts all pipes and buildings downstream from that point, potentially affecting thousands of customers, as vividly illustrated in the Merrimack Valley.

This design creates a major safety concern. Changes in pressure at one point can cause the failure of multiple downstream gas lines. Pressure disruptions are especially dangerous in systems like those in the Merrimack Valley that do not have pressure regulators and automatic shutoff valves on downstream service lines.

Of special concern with single-point pressure events that impact multiple locations are incidents that occur during the coldest times of the year, exposing residents to potentially dangerous low temperatures.

From 2011 to 2016, Columbia Gas had five separate overpressurization events that were not disclosed to the Department of Public Utilities at the time of occurrence. The most recent was in Taunton in February 2016, where an undetermined number of downstream homes and businesses were at risk because of overpressurization.23

---

In January 2019, a single valve failure at a gas regulator station in Weymouth apparently caused a gas outage across 7,100 homes in Aquidneck, Rhode Island.24

From December 31, 2017 through January 2, 2018, a fire in the Roslindale neighborhood of Boston on a gas main that was not classified as a critical main put as many as 8,500 homes at risk of a gas outage during a period of record cold days—almost as many addresses as were affected in the Merrimack Valley.25 Although a federal incident report was filed, the damage does not meet the standard requirements for a Massachusetts DPU Incident report.

Hazardous systemic pressure incidents include:

- In Lexington in November 2005, an overpressurization event destroyed an historically important home, injured two individuals, and left 1,634 homes without gas.26
- In East Boston in 1983, a broken water main flooded a gas regulator, causing it to fail, overpressurize the system, and explode in a series of fires.27

- In Danvers twenty-eight years before the Merrimack Valley incident, gas pressure was accidentally increased in distribution pipes, causing explosions and multiple fires.28

CASE STUDY
GAS FIRE IN ROSLINDALE BOSTON

Event timeline: December 31, 2017–January 2, 2018

Cause: Unknown; gas workers attending to leak-prone gas main at 340 Hyde Park Ave.

Key statistics: Three gas workers hospitalized; up to 8,500 homes at risk of gas outage during record cold event.

Key lesson learned: System risks occur that by sheer luck escape major consequences, and therefore public awareness.

Because gas must be pressurized to be distributed, properly regulating gas flow is an ongoing safety issue. Gas enters the Commonwealth through just three interstate transmission pipelines, and no clear design solution exists to mitigate the risk of an incident disabling all downstream customers. However, an important criterion for evaluating risk and prioritizing repair versus replacement is to take

into account proximity to the gas transmission pipeline and number of downstream customers affected.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Cities and towns should include large-scale gas system failure risk and response in Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness plans, including special consideration of both overpressurization and underpressurization, as well as seasonal impacts.

**GAS COMBUSTION**

Gas is combustible in a confined space when it reaches a “gas in air” mixture of 4–15%. Below 4%, the mixture is too lean to ignite, while above 15% the mixture is too rich to ignite.

Gas leaks can cause explosions in multiple scenarios. Gas can build up in manholes, causing the covers to fly off and fires to start. Leaky service lines can lead to gas building up near foundations, a situation that creates a Grade 1 or potentially explosive leak. Leaks can originate indoors from interior gas lines, furnaces, and stoves. Even leaks that start outside homes at gas mains or service lines can migrate into buildings through foundation cracks or other pathways such as water lines, sewer lines, electric duct lines, telephone duct lines, and so on.
Leak grade classifications are mentioned frequently throughout the remainder of this report. The following table of leak grades lists current classification standards as defined by DPU and recommendations for enhanced classification of Grade 1 and Grade 2 leaks. Rather than relying on interpretations of broad terms, these standards require spatial measurements, quantified levels of gas, or specific descriptions.

Currently, each gas company in Massachusetts can use wide discretion in classifying gas leaks with undefined terms such as “existing hazard” or “probable future hazard.” A more detailed, standardized approach to measuring, grading, and evaluating gas leaks used by all distribution companies would strengthen public safety by enabling clearer oversight and greater public understanding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CURRENT DEFINITION</th>
<th>RECOMMENDED DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRADE 1 CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any leak “that represents an existing or probable hazard to persons or property.”</td>
<td>Any leak that a person qualified by the Department of Transportation determines is an existing hazard to persons or property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPU requires repair or continuous action until the hazardous condition no longer exists.</td>
<td>Any leak deemed by the local fire department to be of sufficient magnitude to be a public nuisance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any gas reading that is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inside a building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Within 15 feet of any outside building wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Of one percent or greater in any manhole or confined space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRADE 2 CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any leak “that is recognized as nonhazardous to persons or property at the time of detection, but justifies scheduled repair based on probable future hazard.”</td>
<td>Any leak that is nonhazardous to people or property at the time of detection, but represents a potential future hazard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current actions vary among gas companies. Most adhere to repair within 15 months and monitoring every six months.</td>
<td>Any leak deemed by the local fire department to be of sufficient magnitude to justify scheduled repair.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any leak within 40 feet of any outside building wall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any leak that migrates to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• An area of 500 square feet or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Private property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The root zone of any tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weekly monitoring not to exceed 14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GRADE 3 CLASSIFICATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any leak “that is recognized as nonhazardous to persons or property at the time of detection and can be reasonably expected to remain nonhazardous.”</td>
<td>No additional recommendations for safety, with the exception of Grade 3 significant environmental impact leaks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitored annually</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Table describing current leak grade classifications and definitions along with recommendations to improve safety.

Analysis of Gas Incidents in Massachusetts

The Merrimack Valley incident focused public attention on gas safety. In addition to investigating events in the Merrimack Valley, analyzing significant, recent gas incidents in Massachusetts portrays a broader view of how gas incidents occur. Understanding the causes, not just the impacts of gas incidents, is the more direct path to safety improvements.

GAS INCIDENT REPORTING

Since 2000, PHMSA has reported 36 gas incidents in Massachusetts. Of these, the DPU Pipeline Engineering and Safety Division has completed 24 investigations with reports that provide detailed information on the incidents and are currently available on the DPU website.\(^\text{30}\)

The criteria for any gas event to be designated as a significant incident include at least one of the following: a death, overnight hospitalization, property damages exceeding $50,000, or another result that is significant in the judgment of the gas company.

An investigation is also required when there is an unintentional gas release estimated at three million cubic feet or more, or an emergency shutdown of a liquefied natural gas or underground gas storage facility. Although these types of incidents have not triggered an investigation in Massachusetts over the past 18 years, they remain safety concerns.

These investigations provide valuable descriptions of the vulnerabilities of the gas distribution system. While PHMSA and DPU reports describe both the cause and the impact of gas incidents, this report examines the causes to reveal patterns in the vulnerabilities of the distribution system and provide insights into how to better safeguard homes and communities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

PHMSA and DPU reports should summarize incident causes in tables, presented in the same way as impacts are currently shared, so that both sets of information are prioritized and accessible.

PHMSA and DPU should lower the threshold for incidents that require investigations and reports, and should include outage incidents with potential to incur $50,000 worth of economic damage.

DPU should conduct investigations and produce incident reports within two years rather than two years or more, as is the current practice.

GAS PRESSURE

Gas distribution systems are typically sourced from transmission pipelines that have pressures greater than 100 pounds per square inch (psi). Regulator stations reduce pressure to suit the distribution system that is being fed.

Pressure varies throughout our gas distribution system. Any community can have low pressure (less than 1 psi), intermediate pressure (up to 100 psi) and high pressure (over 100 psi) pipes running down the same street. Some homes and businesses in Massachusetts are served by high pressure gas lines that have up to 300 psi coming right up to the buildings.

In a confined space, methane is explosive when it reaches concentrations between five and 15 percent. These conditions may occur in utility access holes or basements fed by gas leaks. Whether a space reaches explosive levels depends on the rate of the leak and the time the leak builds up. There is thus no inherently safe leak; even a small leak, if gas concentrations are allowed to increase over time, can reach explosive levels.

---
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HOW GAS ACCUMULATES AND EXPLODES

Gas is much more difficult to contain than a liquid. It can disperse through soil, air, or water, and it can build up to combustible levels in confined spaces.

There are often few or no warning signs before a gas fire or explosion. Mercaptan, a class of sulfuric compounds that smells like rotten eggs, is added to gas to create a detectable odor. However, gas incidents can occur before any smell of gas is present. For example, witnesses in the 2005 Lexington incident say they did not smell gas, but instead heard loud hissing.31

ACCUMULATED GAS IN A CONFINED SPACE

Gas leaks can originate from gas mains under streets and service lines leading to buildings, then accumulate in a maintenance hole or utility trench. Gas can also migrate through the soil or along other utility pipes into the basement of a building. In buildings gas lines can leak, and the gas can accumulate in a basement or crawlspace.

IGNITION OF ACCUMULATED GAS

When gas accumulates in a confined space, it can become explosive and easily ignited by the pilot of a furnace or water heater. In addition, the arc of an electric filament from simple actions such as a light switching on or off, a doorbell ringing, unplugging an appliance, using a cell phone, or even static electricity can also trigger a fire or explosion.

First responders are trained to control these sources of ignition in a potentially explosive area, but the general public is largely uninformed and untrained in taking life-saving precautions when a gas odor is detected.

RECOMMENDATIONS

DPU should report data on significant incidents by the cause of the leak, the location, and the source of ignition.

DPU should require utilities to more fully educate and inform customers on procedures for gas leak detection and response.

CLASSIFICATION OF GAS INCIDENTS BY CAUSE

Gas incidents occur due to three main causes: pressurization issues, mechanical damage, and aging infrastructure. While many gas explosions and fires begin with mechanical damage to pipes during excavation, repairs, or winter

31 Personal communication from Lexington Selectman Mark Sandeen, based on his knowledge of the 2005 Lexington gas explosion.
weather, incidents are also commonly caused by gas leaking from corroded pipes or failed joints.

Pressurization Incidents

**Overpressurization** The Merrimack Valley explosions revealed the vulnerability of the gas distribution system to a single-point failure in pressure regulation. Routine replacement work on a gas main caused the collapse of the gas distribution system in Lawrence, Andover, and North Andover, triggering explosions and fires that damaged 121 structures and destroyed five homes, resulting in 21 injuries and one death.

According to the NTSB, the Columbia Gas work package failed to include a description for transferring the regulator pressure sensor from the old piping to the new, so the Columbia Gas employee omitted this critical step.\(^\text{32}\)

As a result, when the old pipe was depressurized, the regulator sensed zero pressure on the low-pressure side and opened completely, feeding the full pressure of the main pipeline into the local distribution network. In response, automatic shutoff valves are now being installed in these communities to help protect against future pressurization issues.

While the Merrimack Valley explosions are attributed to overpressurization, many small failures contributed to the problem including clerical, procedural, and structural errors. The overpressurization began with a clerical error in that a known, necessary procedure was not included in the utility operations manual and work package. The error was procedural in that there were no redundant checks in the protocol to verify pressure and catch errors. The error was structural in that an available safety feature, the automatic shutoff valve, had not been installed in pipes in these communities.

While the Merrimack Valley incident highlighted the risks of pressurizing explosive gas, overpressurization is an ongoing issue. Shortly after this incident, Columbia Gas was fined $75,000 for another overpressurization incident that occurred two-and-a-half years earlier in Taunton on February 4, 2016.\(^\text{33}\) In addition, four other incidents of overpressurization by Columbia Gas occurred between 2011 and 2016, but the locations and details of these incidents were redacted from the DPU reports.

Other utilities also have overpressurization incidents that have merited official reports. Most notably, National Grid was responsible for an overpressurization incident in Lexington in 2005\(^\text{34}\) when utility workers connected pipes of different pressures. In this case, inaccuracies in the utility maps did not indicate the presence of the two different sizes and pressures of pipes on the street—a 60 psi pipe and a 2 psi pipe. Although a worker had identified the two pressure systems a few months before, the updated information had not yet been recorded on available maps. This incident affected 1,634 customers in Lexington for six days, caused an explosion that destroyed a home, and resulted in gas leak damage in 11 other homes.

The error in this case was clerical, as updated information about the pressure of pipes had not been added to the information system. It was also procedural, as there was no safety check in place to determine actual pressure in the new service line.

---


Utilities should introduce redundant protocols to crosscheck critical decisions with at least two sources of verification.

Underpressurization  
Underpressurization of the distribution system can cause the pilot lights in appliances to go out, creating the risk of unburned gas accumulating in basements. When underpressurization occurs, the gas company must go door-to-door to turn off the service, then return to all customers to make sure their systems are reignited when the gas is turned on.

There are no official records of underpressurization incidents in Massachusetts, however, underpressurization caused a state of emergency in Newport, Rhode Island in January 2019 after National Grid suspended service to 7,100 customers due to pressurization concerns that originated in Massachusetts.

DPU should require investigation and incident reports for underpressurization as well as overpressurization events.

Mechanical Damage

Based on DPU reports, a main cause of gas incidents is mechanical impact to the gas lines—from errors during gas utility maintenance and repairs as well as from third-party hits during excavation for water and sewer repairs or other construction.

Gas Utility Damage and Accidents, Puncture of the Gas Line  
Some incidents caused by gas utilities are due to errors in identifying the location of their own gas line during repair.

Responding to an odor call in Springfield on November 23, 2012, a gas company employee—after obtaining a zero-level reading inside the building—began to investigate outside using the bar hole method to detect gas in the soil. The probe struck and punctured the one-and-a-half inch plastic service line that was inserted inside an older two-inch bare steel pipe, causing gas to enter the building. The resulting explosion and fire levelled the building.

Another puncture occurred in Groton in 2007 when a leak-survey technician punctured the gas line while using the bar hole method to measure leak extent. The bar hole procedure is defined differently in different states, but it essentially involves drilling a narrow hole as close to the pipe in questions as possible. As the leak survey technician used a probe bar to create a hole in the ground to investigate a Grade 3 leak, he hit the plastic service line. The gas migrated into a nearby basement, creating an explosion that destroyed the home.

---

Gas Utility Damage and Accidents, Movement of the Service Line In Framingham in 2002, a gas utility contractor excavating with a backhoe struck and pulled on a one-inch steel gas line, causing a break in the line at the service regulator in the basement wall. Gas migrated into the basement. The three residents had already moved outside when the explosion destroyed the home and threw a utility worker from inside the house into the front yard.

In Easton in 2007, gas utility workers digging a trench to repair a one-inch steel gas service line inadvertently caused a hazardous leak inside the home. The excavator moved a rock that pushed against the service line, creating enough movement to open a leak in the isolation joint inside the home. There was no detectable gas odor outside before the house exploded.

Gas Utility Damage and Accidents, Valve Not Properly Closed During Repair In Waltham in 2010, a utility employee failed to turn off the gas valve during a routine meter replacement, resulting in gas leaking into the basement that triggered an explosion and fire.

In Boston in 2005, a utility crew inadvertently left open the valve on a service relay and went to lunch. Another crew activated the main not knowing the valve was in the open position, causing an explosion and fire at a Northeastern University dormitory while 110 to 130 students were having lunch. Seven people were taken to the hospital.

Gas Utility Damage and Accidents, Human Error and Insufficient Training In Needham in 2006, a utility worker was hospitalized with serious injuries sustained while repairing a Grade 2 leak in the street. The worker had done the same repair at least a dozen times, but the investigation concluded that proper procedure had not been followed for the repair. The utility agreed to update the written procedure and retrain all workers.

In Dracut in 2009, two utility workers were hospitalized with serious injuries after the cover blew off a primary valve during repair to a gas main at 60 psi pressure. The incident was attributed to human error—as the workers had not followed the written procedure—illustrating the need for redundant safety protocols to reduce the chance of errors and injury.

RECOMMENDATION Utilities should introduce redundant protocols to better anticipate human error and prevent accidents. See “Augment Utility Reviews and Protocols” on page 53.

Construction or Other Utility Damage and Accidents, Dig Safe and Marking Gas Lines Gas-related accidents also occur during general construction, either because Dig Safe is not contacted before excavation or because markings are incorrect.

45 Dig Safe is “a not-for-profit clearinghouse that notifies participating utility companies plans to dig. In turn, these utilities (or their contract locating companies) respond to mark out the location of their underground facilities. Dig Safe is a free service, funded entirely by its member utility companies.” http://www.digsafe.com/, accessed August 27, 2019.
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In Hyde Park in November 2010, a contractor failed to consult Dig Safe before excavating a water main. The excavator ruptured a one-inch steel gas service line. Gas migrated into the basement of an adjacent house, resulting in an explosion and fire fifteen minutes later.

In Chatham in 2002, a contractor failed to call Dig Safe to locate pipes. While drilling piers for a walkway over a marshy area, the contractor punctured the conduit and a one-inch plastic gas service line to a home. Two days later, the homeowner smelled gas in the basement. A fire started when a maintenance person turned off the basement light switch.

In Weston in 2005, Dig Safe incorrectly marked the location of the gas line. The contractor struck the one-inch plastic gas line and immediately called 911. The gas migrated into the basement through an open basement window. The home exploded before the gas company arrived.

Construction or Other Utility Damage and Accidents, Accidental Damage to Outside Meter DPU records include two reports of vehicles damaging an outside gas meter.

The original PHMSA Report for an incident in Attleboro in 2013 suggested that a vehicle or plow likely damaged the exterior gas meter to a residence, creating a leak in the gas line that ignited, causing extensive damage to the house. However, the DPU report of December 2015 that cited $85,000 in damages found the evidence inconclusive.

In Seekonk in 2012, a tractor-trailer rolled over and struck an exterior meter, causing extensive fire damage to a restaurant.

Construction or Other Utility Damage and Accidents, Heat Damage to Plastic Pipes Currently, gas companies are replacing leak-prone cast iron and bare steel pipes with plastic that is supposed to last for decades. Yet plastic pipes are also vulnerable to failure from impact, heat, and errors. Two reported incidents illustrate the vulnerability of plastic gas lines to electrical fires and heat sources.

In Maynard in 2008, an electrical malfunction caused a small fire that then melted a plastic gas service line. The leak migrated into the basement, resulting in a fire that destroyed the home.

In West Barnstable in 2009, a residence was severely damaged when a plastic gas line was melted by a kerosene heater, causing an explosion and fire with significant damage to the home and nearby residences.

In March 2014, PHMSA updated incident report guidelines to require reports only when gas caused the incident.

---

RECOMMENDATIONS

• DPU should investigate Dig Safe errors and oversee improvements in mapping and marking gas lines.
• DPU should investigate ways to mitigate damage to outside meters.
• DPU and PHMSA reports should include electrical failures that melt plastic pipes.

Weather Conditions

The effect of winter weather on gas infrastructure is a significant concern. Frost heaves can damage underground pipes, and falling ice or snow can damage outside gas meters. Either condition can start a gas leak.

Frost Heaves  Recent DPU reports attribute three gas incidents to frost heaves that damaged underground pipes.

In Reading in 2010,\textsuperscript{53} frost heaves cracked a six-inch cast iron main originally installed in 1930. The gas leak migrated to the basement of a nearby house through the soil, sewer lines, and cracks in the basement floor, resulting in an explosion and fire. National Grid had not yet started routine winter patrols to identify gas leaks that occur frequently when freezing and thawing cycles can break pipes.

In Hyde Park on New Year’s Eve in 2017,\textsuperscript{54} a number of leaks were reported in this Boston neighborhood. During utility repair, a fire broke out in the hole, sending two workers to the hospital. The circumferential crack in the gas main that led to the fire was attributed to freezing.

In Fitchburg in 2013,\textsuperscript{55} frost heaves cracked a four-inch cast iron gas main. The leaking gas migrated and accumulated in a nearby auto parts store, causing an explosion and fire.

Falling Ice or Snow  In the winter of 2015, falling snow and ice damaged outside meters at five different locations, resulting in explosions and fires with significant impact to buildings in Westford,\textsuperscript{56} Marshfield,\textsuperscript{57} Duxbury,\textsuperscript{58} and Tewksbury.\textsuperscript{59} In Canton that year,\textsuperscript{60} the owner was shoveling snow off the roof when the incident occurred.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Utilities should start winter patrols earlier in the season and extend the patrol season.

DPU should enforce and conduct oversight for the frequency and effectiveness of patrols.

Aging Infrastructure

Outside Gas Leaks  Gas leaks from aging cast iron and bare steel pipes can migrate from a street leak into a building before the leak has been identified.

In Gloucester in 2009, a six-inch cast iron low-pressure gas main that was installed in the street in 1922 had a circumferential crack at the connection to the one-and-a-quarter-inch bare steel service line. The leaking gas migrated into the basement of a nearby home where it accumulated, though no odor was detected in the street by winter patrols ten days before. The owner arrived home to see black smoke coming from the chimney. He looked in the basement, then called the oil company for service. When he returned to the top of the basement stairs, an explosion caused the house to collapse into the foundation. Debris blew into the street and adjoining properties. The owner was hospitalized, and property damage was estimated to be $400,000.

In Somerset in 2009, the leak that caused an explosion was attributed to damage to the protective yellow coating on the two-inch coated-steel gas main during sewer line work in 1974—35 years before—that had exposed the pipe to corrosion. Although the gas company detected 100 percent gas on the street, none was detected at the foundation of the home. It was unclear how the gas migrated to the basement a distance away, although there were cracks in the foundation. The home was levelled by an explosion after the gas had been shut off. The resident died in the explosion, despite fire department efforts to alert anyone inside. Property loss was estimated at $1,100,000, and three other homes sustained serious damage.

In Winthrop in 2012, a leak at a connection between a gas main and a service line resulted in the migration of gas from the street along the service line that had been fitted with a one-inch plastic pipe inserted inside the old cast iron pipe in 1986. The owner smelled gas in the home and basement and reported the odor at 7:54 AM. Four minutes later, the fire department called the gas company to report an incident. The resulting explosion and fire caused $500,000 in damage, but no one was injured.

Indoor Gas Leaks  DPU incident reports illustrate that gas leaks within a building can occur if service lines are not tested periodically. In some cases, leaking gas can accumulate and become explosive, often with little to no warning.

Currently, when gas meters in homes and businesses are replaced every seven years, the gas company assesses the condition of indoor pipes and appliances, checking for corrosion, leaks, and pipe supports as well as manually bleeding appliances of air. Inspectors can reveal dangerous conditions, document them, and make them safe. These inspections are likely the only time indoor gas lines are evaluated for safety and are not frequent enough to prevent incidents.

In Hopkinton in 2002, a multifamily home was leveled by a gas explosion in the early morning. Awakened by a loud rumbling sound, 11 people were able to escape. Tragically, however, two young sisters died. The investigation determined that the indoor service line had not been tested for five years, as required at the time.

In Sudbury in 2004, a hazardous gas leak developed from a crack in a universal joint nylon gasket located above the service line shutoff valve. Leaking gas was drawn into the furnace flue and ignited by the pilot, causing an explosion and fire.

A Note on Sources of Ignition

In most cases, the source of ignition cannot be identified, but there are many possibilities in a basement, including a pilot light for a furnace or water heater. Electrical systems can also trigger an explosion, such as the incident in Chatham in 2002 when an explosion destroyed a home after a repairman switched off the basement light as he was leaving.

How Gas Incident Reports Enhance Safety

A review of reported gas incidents in Massachusetts reveals patterns in how these incidents occur. The causes not only highlight the vulnerability of the infrastructure to hazardous pressure changes, impacts, and leaks, but also show that some inevitable human and procedural errors can be mitigated with redundant protocols and fail-safe shutoff systems.

Redundant Protocols

In other high-risk environments—such as surgery or flying a plane—redundant protocols and checklists are essential safeguards against accidents and inevitable human errors. A redundant system uses more than one measure to verify critical decisions and prevent errors. Given that there will always be human error, gas distribution companies need a standard, redundant system with checklists to help workers verify critical information and reliably cross-check decisions before taking action.

Recommendations

Utilities should continue meter replacement programs—the only time when interior pipes and appliances are inspected for leaks—at seven-year intervals or consider shortening rather than extending the timeframe.

See “Recommendations: Triage and Transition” on page 51 for ways to address safety issues originating from both outdoor and indoor gas leaks.

Recommendation

Utilities should use best management practices to establish checklists and redundant safety protocols as appropriate.

Fail-Safe Technology

To improve safety, the gas distribution system should include automatic devices to shut down supply when a failure is detected. In the Merrimack Valley, Columbia Gas is installing overpressurization and underpressurization...
sensors that trigger automatic shutoff. Investing in fail-safe technology that contains incident scope is critical to enhancing public safety.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Utilities should install automatic sensors to shut down supply automatically when necessary.

Publicly Available Data

The public is accustomed to receiving information about the risks of many products, such as Surgeon General messages on cigarettes and alcohol, choking hazard labels on small objects, and strangulation warnings for cords on window blinds. There are also detailed warnings of possible side effects in commercials for prescription drugs. This information helps the public make informed decisions and protect themselves from dangers that may not be obvious.

**RECOMMENDATION**

DPU should standardize publicly available safety protocols that utilities must meet.

DPU should require periodic outreach, appropriate for each customer class, explaining relevant safety information.

**Utility Management Practices and DPU Oversight**

Gas company management practices compound gas distribution system safety issues. For example, the Merrimack Valley incident also involved management and human resource issues such as inadequate staffing, training, and protocols, along with fail-safe infrastructure. In any system, accidents and human error are inevitable. Recognizing that people make mistakes is essential to enhancing the safety of the gas distribution system.

Gas companies publish information to call Dig Safe before excavating, but should do more to inform the public about the risk of migrating leaks, frost heaves, meter damage, and ignition risk when a gas odor is detected. The public would benefit from information about what to do about a gas odor indoors and actions to avoid as well as the importance of ventilating when cooking with gas. All three investor-owned utilities have safety information on their websites describing approaches that meet different standards and take different attitudes toward the reader.

This report asserts that state agencies should improve oversight of gas utilities and increase sanctions and incentives to motivate compliance.

**INSPECTORS AND ENGINEERS**

At the time of the Merrimack Valley incident in September 2018, the DPU employed two active field inspectors with responsibility for oversight of more than 21,000 miles of...
gas distribution pipes. As recently as 2016, Massachusetts had 12.5 inspectors.\textsuperscript{70}

Currently, the number of trained engineers working for the utilities is also limited. During the repair work that triggered the Merrimack Valley incident, Columbia Gas did not have a professionally certified engineer onsite to oversee and approve the work. Additionally, the company had downsized its gas pressure monitoring staff from four to one.\textsuperscript{71}

**RECOMMENDATION**

DPU should increase the number of active DPU field inspectors to at least 10.

Utilities should have at least one experienced professional engineer onsite during pipe replacement work.

**WORKFORCE**

On the day of the incident, the qualified union workforce available to respond to the Merrimack Valley explosion was noticeably understaffed. As the NTSB reported: “Columbia Gas shut down the regulator at issue by about 4:30 p.m. The critical valves of the involved natural gas distribution system were closed by 7:24 p.m. Beginning about midnight, crews consisting of two Columbia Gas technicians escorted by two emergency response personnel began shutting off the meters at each house to isolate the homes from the natural gas distribution system. All meters were shut off by the following morning.”\textsuperscript{72}

Having only two technicians and two emergency response personnel per crew to respond to a disaster of that scale highlights the issue of inadequate staffing. The workers needed several hours to ensure that each house was protected from potential explosion.

The public has limited access to information about gas company staffing and training. The differing ratios of gas worker per miles of pipe, however, suggest a need for more standardization and oversight. For example, National Grid has one worker for every eight miles of gas main, and one worker for every 552 service lines.\textsuperscript{73} In comparison, Eversource has one worker for every 13 miles of gas main and one worker for every 807 service lines.\textsuperscript{74} The significant difference in these ratios of workers to miles of pipe shows a lack of industry standards and a lack of oversight that can impact public safety.

To properly maintain the gas system and respond to incidents, gas companies need a standard metric for numbers of qualified union workers based on each company’s miles of pipe and number of service lines. While the Merrimack Valley incident dramatically revealed the lack of qualified workers to respond to a gas disaster, it highlights the need for gas companies to increase staffing to be able to respond effectively to future incidents.


\textsuperscript{73} National Grid has 1,379 union workers available to monitor 11,130 miles of gas mains and 761,382 service lines. Rough estimates provided by New England Gas Workers Alliance.

\textsuperscript{74} Eversource has 3,292 miles of gas mains and 204,947 service lines, with 254 workers. Estimates provided by New England Gas Workers Alliance.
RECOMMENDATIONS

DPU should require a standard metric for workforce numbers based on each company’s miles of pipe, age of pipe, and number of service lines.

DPU should require utilities to show that they have a sufficient number of qualified union workers to respond to incidents and properly maintain the gas system.

EQUIPMENT

Cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) technology detects, precisely measures, and digitally documents methane in the atmosphere in parts per billion per second as well as identifies each methane reading with a global position tag and timestamp. CRDS equipment is mounted in a vehicle, enabling efficient surveys at high speed, two to three times faster than industry standard flame ionization detectors. This data allows for rapid methane mapping and identification of new gas leaks.

CRDS equipment can also be used in emergency situations to quickly assess the condition of the gas distribution system. A driving survey covering many miles of pipe can be made after a natural disaster or terrorist event in order to identify where resources are most needed.

While CRDS technology enhances standard leak detection equipment, it cannot replace it. Portable flame ionization detectors and combustible gas indicators are necessary to pinpoint leak sources, identify the extent of leak migration, quantify atmospheric gas concentration, and aid in classifying a gas leak. Hendrick et al. (2016) found that driving surveys, even with high precision instrumentation, can miss small but hazardous Grade 1 leaks. Moreover, the discovery of those hazardous leaks indicates that business-as-usual walking surveys are not finding them. Thus, increased frequency and rigor in walking surveys is needed.

RECOMMENDATIONS

DPU should require equipment that can detect gas in parts per billions, such as CRDS technology, as standard utility equipment for performing leak surveys or assessing resources required in emergencies.

As a leak detection control, DPU should commission a performance measurement survey with independent experts using CRDS equipment for comparison to utility findings.

Utilities should increase frequency and rigor in walking surveys that complement driving surveys and uniquely pinpoint subsurface leaks and provide data for assessing leak grade.

INFORMATION AND PLANNING

In the Merrimack Valley, faulty work plans and insufficient information about the local distribution pipelines abetted the disaster. The incident was caused in part by lack of knowledge of the local distribution pipelines, as reflected in plans drafted by Columbia Gas personnel who did not review engineering drawings specifying where pressure sensors were located. As a result, the plans did not show that the pressure regulator on the decommissioned pipeline should have been relocated.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Utilities should conduct internal reviews of all work plans and develop a checklist of required steps to use during work plan development.

Utilities should conduct internal reviews of infrastructure engineering drawings.

DATA COLLECTION AND REPORTING

Tracking gas leak information made available annually to the public raises questions about gas company practices for collecting and sharing accurate data. It also reveals gaps in the kinds of data that should be publicly available, and the standards required for a gas incident to merit an investigation and report.

Missing Leaks

Every year, a number of previously reported leaks are dropped from gas company reports without an explanation or record of repair. Because gas utilities remove leaks from the rolls, the number of reported active leaks at the beginning of a new year is usually lower than the reported number of active leaks at the end of the previous year.78

See Gas Leaks Allies analysis of leak data.

Since annual leak reporting began in 2014, the fraction of leaks that disappear has varied widely from four to 40 percent. While National Grid has steadily reduced the number of leaks that go missing from its records, Ever-source and Columbia Gas continue to drop approximately 25 percent of leaks from their records each year.79

Some leaks may be removed from gas company records and not reported to DPU due to nearby repairs or pipe replacement. However, in March 2019, this report audited 27 missing leaks in National Grid service territory to investigate whether these leaks were still active. Findings include that ten missing leaks—37 percent of our sample—were still leaking, including a Grade 1 leak at 180 Needham Street in Newton.80

RECOMMENDATION

DPU should publish and maintain a live leak map, with required real-time leak data. An example of this kind of map is available from ConEdison.81

DPU should audit gas company leak records including controls on fixed leaks.

Utilities should track the active leaks that were deleted and reconcile the balance of active leaks at the beginning of a new year to the balance of active leaks at the end of the previous year.

Incident Data

This report’s review of state and federal records reveals 60 investigated gas safety incidents in Massachusetts since 2002. These incidents have resulted in five fatalities from four separate events, 84 injuries, and $14.5 million in property damage.82

Fourteen of the 60 incidents were not reported to the DPU because the DPU has lower standards for reporting than the federal standard. Federal reporting requirements
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include at least $50,000 in damages or three million cubic feet of gas released.

Because there is no comprehensive list of incidents resulting from gas leaks, it is not possible to rigorously quantify risk from various causes or in diverse situations. Without risk analysis of the full range of incidents, an important tool for prioritizing repair work is missing.

RECOMMENDATION

Gas system operators should report any incident involving property damage exceeding $10,000 or 100,000 cubic feet of gas released to the DPU, using a standardized record. These reports should be publicly available for inspection and analysis.83,84,85

COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION

Insufficient coordination and communication between utilities and municipalities can create safety risks.

In a clear example of the need for greater coordination and communication, 20 municipalities in National Grid territory recently formed a consortium to share challenges and devise solutions for working with the gas company. See gas-leaksallies.org for the consortium’s January 30, 2019 Letter to National Grid listing their ongoing common problems.

Mayors and administrators of these municipalities have all signed on to “seek to initiate a regional dialogue with National Grid to establish a consistent and productive forum for discussing shared concerns and for driving collaborative solutions.” Cities and towns are asking for better communication, coordination, and data sharing so they can do their part to monitor the gas distribution system and keep the public safe. Together, they hope to be more effective in getting the gas company to address gas leak repair as well as safety issues, especially since the Merrimack Valley and other incidents of the past year, including National Grid’s lockout of union workers, have elevated concerns.

Among the many benefits of regular, effective communication is the opportunity for municipalities to coordinate with utilities on street work. For example, street crews frequently pave over gas shutoff valves, impeding timely response in a gas emergency.86 In a recent example, responses to a gas leak triggering an explosion and fire in San Francisco were delayed when shutoff valves could not be located. Increasing visibility and accessibility of shutoff valves means that a gas incident can be contained or even prevented.

83 Operators may compute gas released using existing meters or, in the case of meter failure, estimated from the volume of depressurized pipe. 100,000 cubic feet of gas is a substantial loss of gas, equal to the daily gas use of over 500 average US homes and over 1,000 residents.
85 Average us household size is 2.6, https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=ede1a9cebbf74c11bd1556db9618715a, accessed August 27, 2019.
RECOMMENDATIONS

DPU should enforce existing Massachusetts law and regulation with stronger fines to ensure that shutoff valves are accessible and maintained.  

DPU should require utilities in one calendar year to locate, repair, and install where missing all critical valves: shutoff valves, gate boxes, and gate valves.  

Utilities and municipalities should improve communication and coordination to perform repairs cost-effectively and with minimal disruption, thus speeding up needed safety changes.  

Emergency Preparedness

The Merrimack Valley disaster and other large gas system failures discussed in this report demonstrate a lack of emergency preparedness and response planning by utilities, state and federal agencies, and municipalities.  

First, distribution of temporary electric heating appliances such as space heaters or cooktops was conducted without prior knowledge of or an inventory of household electric service. Without consideration of household electric circuit capacity or fire hazards, about 7,000 hot plates and space heaters were procured and delivered to Merrimack Valley households. Similar missteps were made after the Academy Homes outage in Roxbury and the Aquidneck Island gas outage in Rhode Island. This knowledge gap is solvable if municipalities work in cooperation with utilities and state agencies to develop easily accessible municipal databases of building electric capacity.  

Second, the plan to restore permanent heating systems appeared to consider only one option—the complete replacement of the gas system—when complementary or alternative options existed. Electrification of heating systems in at least some outlying streets could have provided permanent, cost-effective solutions earlier to residents on streets that were among the last to have their gas service restored. This all-or-nothing decision to replace the gas system in its entirety created an unprecedented shortage of skilled labor. Instead, a hybrid approach could have leveraged diversely skilled work forces that include electricians, plumbers, and HVAC and insulation professionals. Long-term recognition of energy supply, especially in the winter months, must include identifying alternative energy sources and skilled labor pools in the event of a gas failure.  

CASE STUDY
AQUIDNECK ISLAND–WEYMOUTH GAS OUTAGE

Event timeline: January 2018  
Cause: Valve failure at Enbridge regulator station in Weymouth, Massachusetts.  
Key statistic: 7,100 addresses, 10,000 people, without gas for a week in winter weather.  
Key lesson learned: Space heaters distributed as in the Merrimack Valley three months prior were mismatched with customer electric service.

88 Chapter 164, §116B, https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws/parti/titlexxii/chapter164, August 11, 2019: Whenever the Commonwealth or a city or town undertakes the repair of streets, roads or sidewalks the appropriate gas company shall provide for the maintenance and improvements of its gate boxes located in the streets, roads or sidewalks to be repaired, so that the gate boxes are more easily and immediately accessible. 

And 220 CMR 101: 101.06 (14), https://www.mass.gov/regulations/220-CMR-10100-massachusetts-natural-gas-pipeline-safety-code, August 11, 2019: Service Lines Location of Valves. (§192.365 MFS Standards.) whenever gas is supplied to a theatre, church, school, factory, or other buildings where large numbers of persons assemble, an outside shutoff in such case will be required regardless of the size of the service or of the service pressure. All underground curb shutoffs shall be readily identifiable and available for easy access by gas company personnel.


RECOMMENDATIONS

Municipalities should include an inventory of household electric service indicating ability to take on temporary electric heating in Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness plans. This inventory should be mandatory for all municipalities that are substantially dependent on gas if they apply for state funding through the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection’s Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness program.

Utilities should have detailed disaster preparedness plans and training overseen by experts, and such plans should be routinely updated.

DPU should commission an economic and feasibility assessment of alternatives to replacing gas mains, including options for district or household heat pump HVAC systems.

DPU and MassSave should develop community programs to double the energy efficiency of homes, perhaps using on-bill financing for weatherization. These programs would improve resilience in the event of future catastrophes and enable transition to heat pumps.  

91 One of the primary impediments to the goal of moving off gas and transitioning to heat pumps is the poor energy efficiency of the existing housing stock. Old, underinsulated housing stock is using two to four times the Btu per square foot for heating of average New England homes.
## GAS INCIDENTS REPORTS IN MASSACHUSETTS 2000–2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAUSE</th>
<th>TOTAL INCIDENTS</th>
<th>DPU PIPELINE SAFETY REPORT</th>
<th>FIRE</th>
<th>EXPLOSION</th>
<th>INJURIES OR HOSPITALIZATION</th>
<th>FATALITIES</th>
<th>PROPERTY DAMAGE COST</th>
<th>GAS Emitted FINE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRESSURIZATION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERPRESSURIZED</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>LEXINGTON-2005, WEST SPRINGFIELD-2011, TAUNTON-2016 75K-FINE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDERPRESSURIZED</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND-2019</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECHANICAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MELTED PLASTIC LINE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>MAYNARD-2008, WEST BARNSTABLE-2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEATHER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUND FREEZE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>READING-2010, FITCHBURG-2013, HYDE PARK-2017</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCLEAR CAUSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTSIDE, ON STREET</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>GLOUCESTER-2009, SOMERSET-2009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$14.5Mil.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MERRIMACK VALLEY** | 1 | 80+ | 3 | 21 | 1 | 1 | $1.1billion. | MERRIMACK VALLEY- 9-13-2018 |

Figure 8. Table summarizing gas incident reports. Numbers in parentheses indicate number of incidents.
A complete assessment of gas system safety must include additional considerations of long-term risks to public health, gas workers, oil and gas drilling workers, families living near drilling rigs, the environment and trees, economic stability, homeland security, and climate. While less dramatic than a sudden explosion or fire, these risks may ultimately cause more harm than any collection of gas incidents.

**Public Health**

When introduced as a fuel in the nineteenth century, gas was a byproduct of petroleum production or gathered from natural underground reservoirs. In 2005, an amendment to the Safe Drinking Water Act exempted the gas industry from disclosing the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, by allowing the chemicals to be considered proprietary. Fracking injects millions of gallons of water combined with sand and chemicals, some toxic, into the underground shale formations to release the gas. The FracFocus database, managed by the Ground Water Protection Council and the Interstate Oil and Gas Compact Commission, is a voluntary national hydraulic fracturing chemical registry that catalogs chemicals currently in use. Chemicals that are considered proprietary, are not reported. As a result, the public has no knowledge of the chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing.

---


95 Interview with Thomas W. Griffith, retired Senior Risk Analyst and Director of Geology, Anadarko Petroleum, July 30, 2019.

actual composition of the gas that we use to cook, heat our homes, and use in appliances.

In general, fracked gas may contain a number of chemicals and radioactive substances in addition to methane. Some of the dozens of impurities and additives found in gas are benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene, which may cause health effects. To simplify a complex process, radioactive radon gas concentrates in gas streams and decays to lead-210, then to bismuth-210, polonium-210, and stabilizes as lead-206. When inhaled, these elements migrate to bone tissue, possibly leading to bone cancers or abnormalities.

Current research raises many questions about the health impacts of both leaked and combusted gas. Moreover, odorants added to gas can cause serious acute and chronic health problems.

Preliminary research shows that trace indoor gas leaks, though not potentially explosive, are common in Massachusetts homes and indoor public spaces. Yet with minimal research published to date, health risks from indoor gas leaks remain an open question. Outdoors, methane leaks are a precursor to ground level ozone formation and a source of formaldehyde, both of which are damaging to human health.

Cooking with gas releases particulate matter and nitrogen oxides and exposure in kitchens is heightened with poor ventilation. Although a range of pollutants are emitted from cooking with any source of heat, cooking with gas has been found to produce “much higher emissions overall.” As with leaked gas, exposure and health risks of cooking with gas are open questions that require more research. See additional research and a bibliography of primary and secondary sources on this subject on gasleaksallies.org.

With outstanding questions about the impacts of leaking gas on human health, an adequate assessment of the safety of the gas distribution system would require more information about the chemical components of gas and risks from exposure.

**RECOMMENDATION**

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) and Department of Public Health should support studies of gas composition and population exposure to hazardous compounds associated with indoor and outdoor gas leaks.

---

outdoor gas leaks. These studies should focus on vulnerable populations, including those with existing lung disease.

Gas Workers

Gas workers regularly risk their safety. They are vulnerable due to their daily proximity to leaking and venting gas. They are also often in contained spaces where gas can reach explosive levels, and they are frequently the victims of burns, injury, or death from explosions and fires related to gas.

As more homes, businesses, and communities turn to renewable energy sources, gas workers face layoffs with no plans in place for transitioning to good careers in related businesses, retraining, or ensuring that unions have any power or role. Gas workers face on-the-job safety risks as well as long-term health impacts and negative job prospects. Valuing the role of gas workers is part of a comprehensive assessment.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Massachusetts Occupational Health Surveillance Program should assess and monitor gas worker health and safety.

Massachusetts Department of Career Services should promote gas worker career development to help ensure a just transition to renewable energy and energy efficiency jobs.

Environment and Trees

Street trees provide multiple benefits such as oxygen production, cooling shade, lowering heat island effect, reducing pollution, mitigating ozone, revealing beauty, lowering blood pressure, improving emotional and psychological health, and increasing real estate values. One estimate claims each tree provides over $90,000 in economic value in these services provided.

Leaking methane takes the place of oxygen in the soil, suffocating organisms that feed root systems and killing trees. In addition to the loss of value, trees falling on the street can harm people and damage vehicles, buildings, and streetscape infrastructure.

For example, in 2019 two mature trees toppled on the sidewalk in front of the main entrance to the Hurley School in Boston, a K–8 public school, where students had been walking an hour earlier. Documented gas leaks had permeated the root zones and killed the trees. Methane concentrations in the air in front of the school exceeded six times the ambient concentration, while methane levels in the root zones exceeded 90 percent. See “Figure 9. Gas leak plume"
measured in front of the Hurley School in Boston and subsequent tree fall.” on the following page.

Tree loss due to leaking gas is a complex issue. It affects property values and aesthetics but, perhaps more importantly, carries a carbon cost. Protecting trees from gas leak damage and death, particularly in urban areas, is an important safety measure as well as a pathway to carbon absorption and climate mitigation.108

**Economic Stability**

Massachusetts ratepayers are currently committed to spend $9.3 billion to replace about one-quarter of the gas system, or 5,408 miles, by 2033 through the Massachusetts Gas System Enhancement Plan (GSEP).109 Unprotected steel, cast iron, and wrought iron pipes can be replaced with plastic pipes that depreciate over 50 to 60 years.110 By the time the plan is complete—in light of the achievement of emissions-reduction goals and mandates of the Global

---

Warming Solutions Act\textsuperscript{111} and Boston Climate Action Plan\textsuperscript{112}—the gas system will have been replaced by a carbon-neutral system, potentially leaving these pipes abandoned in the ground, while ratepayers continue to pay for them as a form of stranded asset.

Instead of investing ratepayer dollars blindly, alternatives are available to begin transitioning gas company business models and shifting financial investments in a thoughtful way. Costs of renewable energy and energy storage technologies continue to fall.\textsuperscript{113} Proven systems for thermal heating with fuel other than gas are currently available. Geothermal district heating is feasible for Massachusetts and would enable gas utilities to deliver safe, efficient thermal energy without explosive gas.\textsuperscript{114} Massachusetts has a robust energy innovation sector that can and should focus on thermal energy alternatives to combustion of gas.\textsuperscript{115}

As investment in the gas distribution system carries a large price tag, any comprehensive assessment and accompanying recommendations must include financial consid-

\textbf{RECOMMENDATIONS}

Utilities should provide incentives for thermal heating alternatives to gas. State legislation should enable pilot projects to assess the benefits and costs of thermal energy heating system alternatives to gas pipeline replacement projects currently eligible under the GSEP.

DPU and utilities should consider alternatives to using GSEP funds for gas pipeline replacement.

DPU and utilities should choose the most cost-effective strategy of providing heat to ratepayers.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure10.png}
\caption{Plastic pipe replacement in Brookline, Massachusetts.}
\end{figure}


Internationally, gas pipelines are subject to both physical attack and cyberattack. A March 2019 report from the US Congressional Research Service cites several federal reports describing “the possibility of multiple, coordinated attacks with explosives” in addition to cybersecurity breaches. Among the risk characteristics listed are the stationary, dispersed infrastructure and the volatility of gas itself.

Liquified natural gas (LNG) tanks, tankers, and trucks that transport gas into, around, and out of the state are susceptible to sabotage. Gas distribution pipes are also physically exposed in some locations, including at metering and regulating stations, along bridges and overpasses, and at building meters for public schools, libraries, and municipal buildings.

In Massachusetts, the gas distribution system is vulnerable, especially with the increased automation enabled by sensors. Initial responses to the Merrimack Valley disaster included speculation that the explosions and fires could have been caused by a software incursion. Programmable logic controllers (PLCs) and supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) software and hardware are used in the gas system in every metering and regulating station that directs gas to local distribution pipes. Targeting a critical node could lead to system collapse.

As previously described in this report’s section on system design the design of the gas distribution system creates the potential for mass disruption and casualties. Gas companies themselves are aware of and cautious about system safety risks. For example, National Grid has memoranda of understanding (MOU) with municipalities in Massachusetts stating that the company will share pipeline data with local officials only if they do not share it with the public. These MOUs state that the data is exempt from public record “because they relate to security measures, emergency preparedness, threat or vulnerability assessments, and to the security of persons, buildings, structures, facilities, utilities, transportation, and infrastructure located in the Commonwealth, the disclosure of which is likely to jeopardize public safety.”

Measures to enhance physical security and cybersecurity must be included in any gas safety planning, but cannot prevent hacking or guarantee public safety.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Massachusetts should conduct a security threat assessment of the gas distribution system, including both physical threats and cyberthreats, while recognizing that there is no reason to keep information from the public about underground infrastructure.

---

Global warming is the most consequential risk to gas infrastructure. Flooding from sea level rise and increasingly severe storm events put pressure on the integrity of the gas distribution system.

As the climate warms, water expands in volume and polar ice caps melt, both raising sea level. Simultaneously, even modest warming of the atmosphere increases storage capacity of water vapor exponentially, resulting in the potential for above average rainfall and freshwater flooding. New flood zones appear as these changes occur, and built infrastructure that was formerly on dry land could be subject to submersion.

Climate change, driven in part by methane leaks across the oil and gas supply chain, threatens buried gas infrastructure through inundation and extreme weather events. Unprecedented recent gas pipe water inundations in low-lying neighborhoods in Saugus and Gloucester are a bellwether of climate-driven risks to our gas distribution system. The LNG tanks in Everett are vulnerable to sea level rise and storm surge, in which case nearby low-income neighborhoods could be exposed to significant levels of leaking gas. These events will increase with the same certainty as sea level rise.

In addition to the physical risks to gas infrastructure from a warming climate, an increasingly unstable climate could also compound other safety and health issues associated with gas as well as accompanying costs. These risks should figure into utility planning.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

DEP should conduct a study of gas pipeline and related infrastructure (LNG facilities, compressor stations, and metering and regulating stations) vulnerability to sea level rise in coastal communities, and develop a response plan.

DEP should rigorously measure methane emissions from gas infrastructure and include the emissions in the Massachusetts Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory.

**CASE STUDY**

**SAUGUS–GLOUCESTER TIDAL GAS INUNDATION**

- **Event timeline:** Fall-winter, 2018
- **Cause:** Groundwater leaking into gas pipelines and blocking home gas meters. Unclear how much inundation is due to tidal influence versus freshwater.
- **Key statistic:** Dozen or more homes without gas
- **Key lessons learned:** Shoreline communities are becoming more vulnerable to impacts of extreme weather and sea level rise.
Restricting a safety assessment to one part of the gas system constitutes a safety problem in itself by artificially excluding safety issues that involve the interaction among parts of a complex, connected system. For example, the Massachusetts transmission valve failure leading to the gas outage on Aquidneck Island illustrates the interaction between transmission infrastructure and distribution pipes. Moreover, there has been no official investigation of whether the Merrimack Valley incident involved high pressure transmission pipeline alarms or other high-pressure gas sources.

Any assessment of safety issues in Massachusetts must also examine the connection between the pipes under streets and the interstate infrastructure that brings gas to homes and businesses, as well as through the state for export. Recently disclosed overpressurization incidents by Columbia Gas include one in July, 2016 involving an error by a Tennessee Gas Pipeline worker. Though pressure spiked to almost 12 percent over safe levels, the DPU did not investigate this event because it falls under federal jurisdic-

---

tion. Furthermore, the location of the incident was withheld from the public for homeland security reasons. These incidents in Massachusetts show that safety here is tied to events all along the network of interstate pipelines and other gas infrastructure that feed the state distribution system. Public awareness of gas safety issues is limited by the discrepancy between state and federal oversight.

This lack of preparedness and consideration of safety carries over to high pressure transmission pipelines and related infrastructure projects in Massachusetts. New gas infrastructure projects or expansions are being proposed or have been built in dense neighborhoods, including a compressor station in Weymouth and the 750 psi West Roxbury Lateral Pipeline. In the case of the proposed Weymouth facility, there is ample reason for public safety concern, given two recent valve failures at an existing regulator station, one of which led to the extended gas outage affecting 7,100 customers on Aquidneck Island, Rhode Island. Regarding the compressor station, Greater Boston Physicians for Social Responsibility has published a complete report on safety issues related to the project that concludes that “public safety officials could and should recommend against building the compressor.”

The venting of gas from interstate pipelines that has recently occurred in Wellesley and Needham is an additional concern. These events illustrate that pipeline companies can decide to vent massive amounts of explosive, polluting, climate-damaging gas with almost no public notice and without local approval.

### A Broader View of Safety

Rolling the dice in Massachusetts, from gas distribution pipes to interstate infrastructure, also endangers the safety of others beyond state borders. With much of the gas delivered in Massachusetts supplied by hydraulic fracturing, most likely from the Marcellus shale, an understanding of gas safety must take into account the safety and health issues of fracking. Fracking jobs carry the highest safety and health risks to workers of any energy industry. Pipeline and other gas infrastructure explosions are widespread and well-documented. Seventeen million people live within a mile of an active oil or gas well, which, despite the different processes and products, both emit roughly the same air pollutants. People living within a mile of fracked gas drilling sites have 27 percent higher chance of suffering

---


132 National Transportation Safety Board, “Pipeline Accident Reports,” https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Pages/pipeline.aspx, accessed August 29, 2019


from severe heart disease, cancer, neurological disease, and birth defects.\textsuperscript{135}

While safety and health issues tied to the gas industry as a whole are beyond the scope of this report, a truly comprehensive assessment of safety must also take into account the impact that use of gas in Massachusetts has on those who live near extraction sites and along transportation routes.

\begin{center}
\textbf{THE PUBLIC’S ROLE IN GAS SAFETY}
\end{center}

There is a role for all residents of the Commonwealth to act now to improve the safety of the gas system. Through the people and organizations that make up the Gas Leaks Allies, residents can learn about gas leaks and safety risks in their own communities and support efforts of gas workers and first responders to keep their communities safe. Residents can also advocate for specific recommendations in this report and the FUTURE Act with elected municipal and state officials, public safety officials, regulators, gas service providers, and fellow residents. In turn, decision makers in government and industry must respond to a growing chorus of concern and expeditiously pass and implement legislation to preserve public safety and ensure a safer future. Working together, we can all contribute to a healthy, safe, just energy future.

Improving the safety of the Massachusetts gas system in the context of global warming raises the question of whether to continue with the present system or look to alternatives. To stay with the present system and enhance public safety requires increased investment in the integrity of the system. This report asserts that shifting to systems that use renewable energy sources is the most cost-effective, forward-thinking way to improve public safety.

When gas incidents or outages occur, there are usually calls to invest in expanded gas infrastructure instead of considering alternatives. The response to the Merrimack Valley disaster was to invest in new gas infrastructure with some safety enhancements. While household automatic shutoff valves were installed and leak-prone pipe was replaced wholesale, the result was essentially the same system. Columbia Gas acknowledged that electrification at the household level was a viable and permanent heating solution that could have been strategically implemented at a street scale to complement the rebuilding of the pipeline system on other streets and restore heat to portions of the affected area faster. Without a plan in place for a business model transition for the utility, however, the company could not consider it in the short term.

To meet the mandated Global Warming Solutions Act goal of an 80 percent reduction in emissions below 1990 levels by 2050, Massachusetts government must lead an effort to incorporate gas into a transition roadmap. Improving the safety of the gas distribution system in Massachusetts during this transition requires intelligent rather than accelerated investment in the integrity of the physical infrastructure in order to preserve capital for the transition. This work must be guided by environmental justice principles and must ensure good, unionized jobs for gas workers. It must also incorporate insights from municipalities, first


responders, public health experts, and other experts and concerned citizens.

Triage the Current System

Many immediate and near-term improvements can greatly enhance public safety. Gas companies, state agencies, and municipalities can take steps now to prevent gas incidents and better inform the public. Recommendations previously made in the report are grouped below by responsible entity and topic.

ENHANCE GAS LEAKS CLASSIFICATION

DPU should clarify and standardize gas leak classification, specifically:

- Lower the threshold to one percent gas in a confined space and categorize any detectable gas within 15 feet of a building foundation as a Grade 1 hazardous leak.
- Categorize any detectable gas less than one percent in a confined space as a Grade 2 leak.

See “Figure 7. Table describing current leak grade classifications and definitions along with recommendations to improve safety.” on page 20 for a comparison of current grades and clarified grades.

IMPROVE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC UTILITIES OVERSIGHT

- DPU should report data on significant incidents by the cause of the leak, the location, and the source of ignition.
- DPU and PHMSA reports should include electrical failures that melt plastic pipes.
- DPU should require investigation and incident reports for underpressurization and overpressurization events.
- DPU should investigate Dig Safe errors and oversee improvements in mapping and marking gas lines.
- DPU should investigate ways to mitigate damage to outside meters.
- DPU should require utilities to better educate and inform customers on procedures for gas leak detection and response.
- DPU should require a standard metric for workforce numbers based on each company’s miles of pipe, age of pipe, and number of service lines.
- DPU should require utilities to show that they have a sufficient number of qualified union workers to respond to incidents and properly maintain the gas system.
- DPU and Northeast Gas Association should renegotiate the utility Mutual Aid Program to include situations such as the National Grid lockout of union workers.

INCREASE TRANSPARENCY

From years of monitoring the gas distribution system as well as the experience of searching for complete and reliable sources of data for this report, the authors have recommendations for standardizing and controlling data collection, reporting, and sharing. Having this data would enable municipalities and citizens to better qualify risk, ensure environmental justice, and act accordingly.

Incident Reporting

- PHMSA and DPU reports should summarize incident causes in tables, presented in the same way as impacts are currently shared, so that both sets of information are prioritized and accessible.
- PHMSA and DPU should lower the threshold for incidents that require investigations and reports and should include outage incidents with potential to incur $50,000 worth of economic damage.
• DPU should conduct investigations and produce incident reports within two years rather than two years or more, as is the current practice.
• DPU should publish and maintain a live leak map, with required real-time leak data. An example of this kind of map is available from ConEdison.138
• DPU should audit gas company leak records, including controls on fixed leaks.
• Utilities should track the active leaks that were deleted and reconcile the balance of active leaks at the beginning of a new year to the balance of active leaks at the end of the previous year.
• Gas system operators should report any incident involving property damage exceeding $10,000 or 100,000 cubic feet of gas released to the DPU using a standardized record.139 These reports should be publicly available for inspection and analysis.

Leak Reporting
• DPU should require equipment that can detect gas in parts per billion, such as CRDS technology, as standard utility equipment for performing leak surveys or assessing resources required in emergencies.
• As a leak detection control, DPU should conduct a performance measurement survey with independent experts using CRDS equipment for comparison to utility findings.
• Utilities should increase frequency and rigor of walking surveys to complement driving surveys, uniquely pinpoint subsurface leaks, and provide data for assessing leak grade.
• Utilities, who know the location of leak-prone gas infrastructure, should inform property owners about their local service line data, including date of installation, material, and whether it is considered leak-prone.
• Utilities should inform public officials about local age and condition of gas distribution pipes in their cities and towns. With this information, municipalities can work with the gas utilities to replace infrastructure when other infrastructure is under construction, cutting costs through synergistic scheduling.

AUGMENT UTILITY REVIEWS AND PROTOCOLS
• Utilities should conduct internal reviews of all work plans and develop a checklist of required steps to use during work plan development.
• Utilities should conduct internal reviews of infrastructure engineering drawings.
• Utilities should introduce redundant protocols to cross-check critical decisions with at least two sources of verification.
• Utilities should introduce redundant protocols to better anticipate human error and prevent accidents. See section below on redundant protocols.
• Utilities should use best management practices to establish checklists and redundant safety protocols as appropriate.

STRENGTHEN EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANS
• DPU should standardize publicly available safety protocols that utilities must meet.
• DPU should require periodic outreach, appropriate for each customer class, explaining relevant safety information.
• DPU should increase the number of active DPU field inspectors to at least 10.
• DPU and MassSave should develop community programs to double the energy efficiency of homes, perhaps using on-bill financing for weatherization. This program will improve resilience in the event of future catastrophes and enable transition to heat pumps.140
• DPU should require utilities to have detailed disaster preparedness plans and training overseen by experts and require such plans to be routinely updated.

139 N. B. Operators may compute gas released using existing meters or, in the case of meter failure, estimated from the volume of depressurized pipe. 100,000 cubic feet of gas is a substantial loss of gas, equal to the daily gas use of over 500 average US homes and over 1,000 residents.
140 One of the primary impediments to the goal of moving off gas and transitioning to heat pumps is the poor energy efficiency of the existing housing stock. Old, underinsulated housing stock is using two to four times the Btu/square foot for heating of average New England homes.
• DPU should commission economic and feasibility assessments of alternatives to gas main replacement and devise a plan to move to heat pump HVAC systems in the event of catastrophic events.

• Massachusetts should conduct a security threat assessment of the gas distribution system, including both physical threats and cyberthreats, while recognizing that there is no reason to keep information from the public about underground infrastructure.

• The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) should conduct a study of gas pipeline and related infrastructure (LNG facilities, compressor stations, and metering and regulating stations) vulnerability to sea level rise in coastal communities and develop a response plan.

• The Massachusetts DEP should rigorously measure methane emissions from gas infrastructure and include the emissions in the Massachusetts Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory.

• Require utilities to have at least one experienced professional engineer onsite during pipe replacement work.

• Municipalities, with support from DPU, should include large-scale gas system failure risk and response in Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness plans, including special consideration of both overpressurization and underpressurization, as well as seasonal impacts.

• Municipalities should include an inventory of household electric service and ability for temporary electric heating in Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness plans. This inventory should be mandatory for all municipalities that are substantially dependent on gas if they apply for funding through the Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection’s Municipal Vulnerability Preparedness program.

IMPORVE CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE

• DPU and utilities should consider alternatives, including ground source district heating, to using GSEP funds for gas pipeline replacement.

• DPU should enforce existing Massachusetts law and regulation with stronger fines to ensure that shutoff valves are accessible and maintained.\(^{141}\)

• DPU should require the gas companies in one calendar year to locate, repair, and install where missing all critical valves: shutoff valves, gate boxes, and gate valves.

• Utilities should install sensors to shut down supply automatically when necessary.

• Utilities should start winter patrols earlier in the season and extend the patrol season.

• DPU should enforce and conduct oversight for frequency and effectiveness of patrols.

• Utilities should provide incentives for thermal heating alternatives to gas. State legislation should enable pilot projects to assess the benefits and costs of thermal energy heating system alternatives to gas pipeline replacement projects currently eligible under the GSEP.

• Utilities and municipalities should improve communication and coordination to perform repairs cost-effectively and with minimal disruption, thus speeding up needed safety changes.

• Utilities should continue meter replacement programs—likely the only time when interior pipes and appliances are inspected for leaks—at seven-year intervals or consider shortening rather than extending the timeframe.

ADDRESS PUBLIC HEALTH

• The Massachusetts DEP and Department of Public Health should support studies of gas composition and population exposure to hazardous compounds associated with indoor and outdoor gas leaks.\(^{142}\) These studies

141 Chapter 164, §116B, https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws/parti/titlexxii/chapter164, August 11, 2019: Whenever the Commonwealth or a city or town undertakes the repair of streets, roads or sidewalks the appropriate gas company shall provide for the maintenance and improvements of its gate boxes located in the streets, roads or sidewalks to be repaired, so that the gate boxes are more easily and immediately accessible.

And 220 CMR 101: 101.06 (14), https://www.mass.gov/regulations/220-CMR-10100-massachusetts-natural-gas-pipeline-safety-code, August 11, 2019: Service Lines Location of Valves. (§192.365 MFS Standards.) whenever gas is supplied to a theatre, church, school, factory, or other buildings where large numbers of persons assemble, an outside shutoff in such case will be required regardless of the size of the service or of the service pressure. All underground curb shutoffs shall be readily identifiable and available for easy access by gas company personnel.

should focus on vulnerable populations, including those with existing lung disease.

- DEP should conduct a public education and awareness campaign of the dangers of particulate matter and other air pollution created by cooking with gas.
- Massachusetts Occupational Health Surveillance Program should assess and monitor gas worker health and safety.
- Massachusetts Department of Career Services should promote gas worker career development to help ensure a just transition to renewable energy and energy efficiency jobs.

PROTECT THE TREE CANOPY

- DPU should consider gas leaks that damage trees to be environmentally significant and graded as Grade 3 Significant Environmental Impact leaks.
- DPU should enhance gas leaks classification with safety issues involving trees.

### Transition to a Safe, Clean, Just System

At one time, gas was a welcome advance over coal, whale oil, and kerosene. New technologies, the limited horizon for cost-effective fracking, and the impetus of climate mitigation are already making gas less attractive to the retail energy market. A prudent approach to managing the necessary evolution to renewable energy systems is to triage the current physical infrastructure while launching a managed transition to the future.

#### STRATEGY FOR A MANAGED TRANSITION

The cost of the Merrimack Valley disaster now exceeds $1 billion, with emergency pipeline replacement estimated at $3.7 million per mile. This example points to the viability as well as urgency of a managed transition away from gas for all of Massachusetts. By triaging the gas system with repair of the most hazardous and climate-damaging leaks rather than aggressively replacing pipe, resources can be reallocated toward distributed heating systems fueled by renewable energy and redoubled energy efficiency efforts.

Increased periodic leak surveys of substandard pipes, weekly cast iron leak patrols during frost conditions, and repairs of the largest leaks are cost-effective approaches compared to pipeline replacement. Leak repair typically costs $3,000 to $5,000. For example, in 2018, Columbia Gas estimated a cost of $3,307 per leak to fix 150 of its largest leaks. In contrast, pipe replacement typically costs $1.2 million to $1.8 million per mile. Based on these numbers, the approximately 20,000 leaks in Massachusetts could be repaired for $60 to $100 million. Replacing the leak-prone portion of the gas distribution system is currently estimated at $9.3 billion. These funds could be put to better use transitioning away from gas.

Achieving the significant, rapid emissions reduction targets mandated by the Global Warming Solutions Act requires examination of the utility business model. Ratepayers service the gas company’s debt; investors finance utility capital projects through the bond market. For multiple reasons, investments in gas company projects are becoming

---


less attractive and risk creating stranded assets. Instead, a new model based on existing, available technologies can help utilities shift away from delivering gas to become companies that deliver thermal energy.\footnote{147 Conversation with Milton Bevington, energy financial analyst, August 13, 2019.}

Such transitions are difficult to execute. Old railroad companies did not become air travel leaders; horse-drawn buggy makers did not become big automobile makers; old computer companies did not become dominant Internet and online commerce vendors. The most likely outcome of the push to end the use of fossil fuels in home cooking, heating, and hot water is the demise of retail gas distribution and the gradual abandonment of the gas distribution network. Other existing technologies such as geothermal, thermal solar, heat pumps, and district energy systems tied to the electric grid will supply thermal energy through alternatives to gas.

As thermal gas customers move to renewable and clean energy, fewer and fewer customers will bear the growing costs of the thermal gas system. Aligning the new utility business model with the public interest to avoid a disproportionate impact on low-income and environmental justice communities will require vision, flexibility, and a sense of justice and fairness.

Given the need to accelerate action to meet greenhouse gas reduction targets and timelines at both municipal and state levels, implementing a strategy of triage and transition now will avoid stranded infrastructure assets and ensure an equitable shift to renewable energy.

\textbf{LEGISLATIVE MANDATES FOR TRANSITION}

This strategy of triage and transition is laid out in state legislation currently under consideration. Aptly named the FUTURE Act (An Act for Utility Transition to Using Renewable Energy) H.2849/S.1940,\footnote{148 Massachusetts Senate Bill 1940, https://malegislature.gov/Bills/191/S1940, accessed August 2, 2019.} this bill supports many of the recommendations listed throughout this report. It allows for gas company reform and provides for a managed transition away from gas to safer thermal energy systems by:

- Creating incentives and opportunities for gas companies to offer renewable energy
- Enabling towns to manage road construction and public safety by working more effectively with gas companies on repair and monitoring of gas leaks
- Strengthening the voice of municipalities at the Department of Public Utilities
- Providing towns with financial recourse for trees killed by gas
- Permitting towns to develop local energy services and infrastructure

This comprehensive look at the Massachusetts legal code for gas distribution enables the Commonwealth to envision a future that is safe and healthy, that protects the environment, and that encourages innovation in the best technologies to serve the public interest and public safety.
This report reveals that the underlying assumptions of the gas delivery system are faulty. It provides examples of how pipe materials fail on a regular basis, how the design of the system ensures single-point failures, and how gas can be unintentionally ignited. The report also describes the causes of leaks that trigger these incidents and outlines what can be learned from them, as well as what is lacking in official reports.

For immediate action to preserve and protect public safety, this report offers the Commonwealth—municipalities, utilities, state agencies, and regulators—specific recommendations that relate to current operations and system maintenance.

Longer-term safety, health, and climate protection require an orderly, cost-effective, managed transition from dependence on gas to a safer, cleaner, and more resilient system based on renewable energy, thermal technologies, and energy efficiency. The report makes a compelling economic case for doing so and points to legislation that provides utilities with policies and incentives to shift how they source and deliver energy.

The stakes could not be higher to consider a triage and transition approach described here, for the current welfare of residents of the Commonwealth, for the health and safety of children as risks of climate change become reality, and for future generations.
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